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Install Instructions for Mini-Tub Kits

US Car Tool does it again! Well known for their chassis stiffening products, US Car Tool has now created a kit
to help Mopar car owners get even better performance by providing up to 3” more room for rear tires. Anyone
who has ever looked underneath the rear end of a Mopar notices the wheel tubs are in the way of really wide
tires / wheels. Racers and chassis fabrication shops have been moving these in for years, and believe me; it is
not as easy as it sounds. Why do you think all the race cars ads say "Hooks hard and goes straight", unless going
straight was not the norm? The US Car Tool mini-tub kits make it easy giving you all the essential pieces to
move your factory wheel tubs over.
Kits Include:
1. Fabricated Wheel Tub Fillers
2. Trunk Hinge Support Brackets
3. Cut Templates
4. Instructions
Basic install procedure
1. Place Cut Templates
2. Mark for cutting
3. Cut out marked section
4. Mock up filler pieces in position
5. Tack Weld In Position
6. Weld fully in position.
Detailed install instructions
1. Prepare the car for the installation. Before you jack up the car and remove the tire, consider washing the area
to remove road grime and dirt. Place the car on secure jack stands and remove the tire. Be safe and make sure
the car is not going to tip or fall off the jack stands!
2. Remove Interior
3. Remove rear axle and rear leaf springs and hanger assemblies.
4. Drill spot welds on trunk bracket to wheelhouse.

5. Using our provided cutting templates, place into position and mark the cut line with paint.

6. We suggest that you drill out the factory spot welds at the inner wheelhouse to trunk floor seam before you
make the cut. This will give you some nice holes to spot weld back to the side of the frame rail once moved
over.
7. The cut templates are marked front and back, once they are marked you will need to scribe a line from the
front to the back to connect the templates. Once marked you will notice that the straight section of the cut is
right against the frame rail. You will be essentially cutting the lip off of the frame rail.
8. Once the cuts are marked be careful to not cut on the line, cut away from the line.
9. This is to ensure that you do not over cut.
10. We don’t provide a template for cutting the inner wheel house away from the outer wheel house. This cut is
done on the trunk floor side of the factory flange where the inner and outer wheelhouses come together.

11. Once the first cuts are made, test fit your inner wheel house to check for fit.
12. Once the wheel house fits correctly, you will need to either tack weld or sheet metal screw our filler panel in
place for a test fit. Our piece will go under the inner factory wheel house step. This will also give you some
adjustment on width from front to back.
13. Once you get the filler panel to the desired fit you can remove the wheelhouse and weld it to the factory
wheel house solid.
14. Repeat on opposite side.
15. Once the fillers are fully welded it is time to install for final fit.
16. You will notice that once the lip is cut off the frame rail earlier in the process, the trunk floor is no longer
attached to the frame rail. We suggest that you seam weld the trunk floor to the frame rail and grind smooth
before installing modified wheel house.
17. Now you will want to tack the modified wheel house into position and check for fit before fully welding.
(Check front to back orientation and general fit around welding seams.)

18. Now it’s time to weld fully, we suggest that you spot weld the wheel house to the side of the frame rail and
also seam weld the wheel house to the trunk floor for strength.
19. Once fully welded, the trunk hinge brackets have to be modified. We include a bracket to re-attach your
factory trunk bracket to the modified wheel house.
20. Place our bracket on top of the factory trunk bracket and mark its position, now you will want to trim away
the part of the trunk bracket that will be in contact with the wheel house.
21. Once this is trimmed away our bracket will weld in place.

22. Seam seal, prime and paint.
23. Re-install all removed parts.
24. Test fit new wider tire and wheel combination.

We have installation pictures available on our website under the pictures section.
Any questions or concerns feel free to give us call at (919) 855-8200

